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1. New threshold set for alternative investment funds

Persistence has paid off for FeBAF, Assogestioni (the asset
managers' association), AIFI (the private equity, venture
capital and private debt association) and ASSOSIM
(Association of financial markets intermediaries). From 30
March, high-net-worth non-professional investors in Italy are
no longer required to have at least €500,000 available in
order to invest in reserved alternative investment funds.
With a decree published in the official gazette of 15 March,
the market has been significantly widened by a lower
threshold of €100,000, a development for which FeBAF,
ASSOSIM,Assogestioni and AIFI had been pushing, and on
which the associations commented in notes on 16 March and
FeBAF in Lettera f on 18 March. The asset manager's
association noted how safeguards remain for investors in
terms of both risk concentration, such investments limited
to 10 per cent of portfolios, and the requirement that
investments should be preceded by the provision of
consultancy services. Assogestioni added that the
prospective significant medium-long term yields of reserved
alternative investment funds satisfy the investment
objectives of well-capitalised, upper-affluent Italians able
to accept the risks of holding illiquid assets. 

“In a context characterised by the need for large investment
in the real economy, the fact that, with a series of
safeguards, those who have substantial savings capacity can
invest in instruments like reserved alternative investment
funds is an opportunity both for the saver and for the
economic system overall,” said Fabio Galli, Assogestioni's
director-general. Describing the decree as the result of a
“long battle”, AIFI noted that, during and following
consultation, it had sought not only the lowering of the



threshold but also the relaxation of requirements that
investments should be subject to professional financial
advice. The private equity, venture capital and private debt
association will continue to press its case.  

2. An encouraging year for mini-bonds

The entrepreneurship, finance and innovation monitor of
the management school of Milan's polytechnic university
presented its eighth annual mini-bond report on 14 March.
Introducing the work, Giancarlo Giudici, professor of
corporate finance and the work's coordinator, pointed to
last year's healthy recovery from the dip recorded in 2020.
The 200 issuers in 2021, of whom 163 were tapping the
market for the first time, raised a total of €1.27 billion
against 173 issuers and €960 million in 2020. Moreover, last
year's outcome exceeded 2019's pre-Covid figures when 182
issuers raised €1.17 billion. Mr Giudici's broad-brush
introduction gave key figures (including comparison with
2019 and 2020). Broken down by category of legal entity,
104 issuers were joint stock corporations, 90 were limited
liability companies and six were cooperatives. The main
business sector was manufacturing industry, where 83
issuers were engaged, while other numerically important
categories were commerce/trade (28 issuers) and
construction (17). Lombardy (45 issuers) was the biggest
mini-bond market, followed by Campania where Naples is
regional capital (39), Emilia Romagna (27) and Veneto (21).
Campania had been the top region in 2020 with 43. 

Regarding issues (and some issuing firms made more than
one during the year), long maturities predominated, with
66 over seven years, 46 between six and seven years and 60
between five and six years.
The coupon on 58 issues was between two and three per
cent, while on 41 issues it was between four and five per
cent and on 31 between five and six per cent. Mr Giudici
expects basket bonds to be a driver this year and he
believes mini-bonds for green and sustainable projects have
good potential. The 84-page report provides sections on
advisers, legal consultants, arrangers and the role of
private debt, where the monitor expects debt funds,
partnering banks, to have the lion's share of mini-bond
distribution.

3. ABI Lab's passion for innovation

 
That Italian banks need to place innovation at the heart of
their futures, and that they are mostly doing so, was
highlighted by a recent conference organised (in person
and online) by ABI Lab, the research and innovation centre
of ABI (the banking association). And that the subject is
wide-ranging and complex was underlined by the four-day
duration of the conference. “Passion for Innovation:
innovation and the bank of the future” ran from 21 to 24
March, was structured in 15 sessions that covered subjects
ranging from data-driven artificial intelligence and cultural
transformation to cyber security and blockchain, and
attendees heard from 70 speakers, some from ABI Lab
itself, others from banks, technology firms, consultancies
and universities. Opening the conference with a reference
to Russia's attack on Ukraine, Giovanni Sabatini, ABI's
director-general, described the situation today as even
more complex than that created by pandemic. “We have
seen how quickly and unexpectedly situations can change,”
he noted. Mr Sabatini pressed numerous buttons, among

He also noted the need that regulation accompany digital
transformation. On this point he was joined by Alessandra
Perrazzelli, the Bank of Italy's deputy director-general, who
spoke of the risk of rules being overtaken by technical
change. “Are the tools we have as regulators up to the job?”
she asked. Ms Perrazzelli also pointed to the problem of
staff communication in transition from traditional bank to
digital. Presenting ABI Lab's annual report, its secretary-
general Romano Stasi underlined the uncertainty,
changeability and instability of the current situation and



them: Italian banking's constant and consistent

technological growth and its innovative drive; the creation
of new banking businesses and new digital customers; and
the boosting of sustainable finance through digitalisation.

how ABI Lab's research had identified resilience as one four

pillars on which Italian banks are basing digital
transformational change. According to ABI Lab, banks will
spend a total of €5.3 billion on IT this year, the priorities
being cloud computing, modernisation of core banking and
digital onboarding.
 

4. Exceptional results for private debt

Last year closed with “record numbers,” said Innocenzo
Cipolletta, chairman of AIFI (the private equity, venture
capital and private debt association), when presenting the
association's annual report on private debt on 22 March. He
reminded attendees that less than ten years have passed
since the late Fabrizio Saccomanni launched mini-bonds as
an instrument for financing SMEs, and that “the market for
these has grown significantly and has been particularly
active during the pandemic.” 

The key figures for core private debt in 2021: amount
invested €2,214 million, against €1,153 million in 2020 and
€1,304 million in 2019; number of investments 275, against
215 in 2020 and 199 in 2019; fundraising €987 million,
against €551 million in 2020 and €386 million in 2019;
repayments €350 million, against €403 million in 2020 and
€324 million in 2019. 
AIFI notes that expansion projects underlay 51 per cent of
the operations, while support for buy-outs was the reason
for 38 per cent. Firms in Lombardy accounted for 40 per
cent of operations, followed by Veneto and Emilia Romagna,
each with 10 per cent.   

In Brief

Finance Associations in favour of Ukraine refugees 
Italian financial associations are working on projects of solidarity in favour of Ukrainians. In a note issued on 22 March, ANIA
(the insurers' association) said that its members will bear the cost of frontier-issued motor cover for Ukrainians fleeing the
Russian war on their country. The insurers have established simplified procedures to provide drivers of Ukraine-plated
vehicles with certificates of 30 days free cover. In a note released on 24th March, the banking association (ABI) announced a
fundraising campaign that will be implemented with trade unions and employees. 
 
ESG rating providers
AIPB, the Italian private banking association which represents 40 members who together manage about €1,000 billion,
recently published its response to ESMA's consultation on ESG rating providers. The association considers the “ESG ratings
market more as buy side equity analysis than financial credit ratings”. The value of ratings is to help “investors understand
the ESG risks in their portfolios” so it is “important to have a certain degree of variety in ESG ratings methodologies and
approaches”. AIPB warns that reliance “on just a few ESG ratings providers may create a concentration risk, on top of
conflict of interest problems”.
 
Global financing of sustainable growth



Continuing its series of broad-ranging webinars, in particular emphasising the need to support vulnerable economies and
strengthen the international financial system, FeBAF focused on 18 March on the role of special drawing rights and
multilateral development banks in financing sustainable growth. Introducing the webinar, Paolo Garonna, FeBAF's secretary-
general, highlighted the financing gap and the need to tackle this for sustainable transition. Speakers were Federico
Galizia(IADB), Paola Albrito (UNRS), Patrizia Baudino (BIS) and Francesco Mazzaferro (ESRB).  
 

SAVE THE DATE

ECB and EU Commission organize
"An EU financial system for the future"

 
April 6th 2022 

__________
 

ABI eventi organize
 

"Credito al Credito"
 

April 5th and 6th 2022
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